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THESIS ABSTRACT 
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Title:  Power Quality Assessment of High Penetration Renewable Source 
in Distribution Grids 
         
Degree:                       MASTER OF SCIENCE 
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The increasing penetration of renewable resources in distribution systems poses 
many challenges in terms of voltage variations and fluctuations because of reverse power 
into the grid. Renewable resource indices (e.g. solar irradiance and wind speed) are 
random in nature. This variation in renewable resource indices may lead to power quality 
issues because of variation in current level. The impact of variation in renewable resource 
indices on power quality is highly depended on location and size of grid connected 
renewable system. It is necessary that grid interconnection of renewable resources should 
be properly checked to ensure the proper flow of electric power.  
Direct measurement method might be expensive and time consuming. Therefore, 
simulation method is being used here because it may offer a reasonable assessment of the 
power quality indices. SimPower-Systems in Matlab Simulink is being used for 
simulations. For simulations 1.5 MW gird connected PV system and 1.5 MW grid 
connected wind system are designed in Simulink SimPower-Systems. In designing of 
renewable systems central type inverters are being used. This work attempts to find the 
relationship between harmonic levels and renewable resource indices using simulation 
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method. The results show that there is a strong relation between renewable energy parameters and 
power quality indices. 
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  هلخص الأطروحة 
 
 
 .الرحمن عطا الاسن:
 .متجدد مصدر اختراق ارتفاع بعد الطاقة توزيع شبكات في الجودة تقييمعنىان الأطروحة: 
 الدرجة: هاجستير في العلىم الهندسية.
 التخصص: الهندسة الكهربائية.
 4102سنة التخرج: 
 
واٌرمٍثاخ  اخرلافاخ اٌجهذَطزح اٌؼذَذ ِٓ اٌرذذَاخ ِٓ دُث الاخرزاق اٌّرشاَذ ٌٍّىارد اٌّرجذدج فٍ أٔظّح اٌرىسَغ 
 ذىجذ ِؤشزاخ اٌّىارد اٌّرجذدج (ِثً الإشؼاع اٌشّسٍ وسزػح اٌزَاح)  مىج اٌؼىسُح فٍ شثىح اٌرىسَغ.اٌتسثة 
شزاخ اٌّىارد اٌّرجذدج لذ َسثة ِشاوً فٍ جىدج اٌطالح تسثة تشىً ػشىائٍ فٍ اٌطثُؼح. هذا الاخرلاف فٍ ِؤ
الاخرلاف فٍ ِسرىي اٌرُار. هذا اٌرأثُز ذؼرّذ تشىً وثُز ػًٍ ِىلغ ودجُ ٔظاَ اٌطالح اٌّرجذدج. فّٓ اٌضزورٌ أْ 
تشىً صذُخ ٌضّاْ اٌرذفك اٌسٍُُ ٌٍطالح  ِٕه اٌزتظ تُٓ اٌّىارد اٌّرجذدج ِغ شثىح اٌىهزتاء َجة أْ َرُ اٌرذمك
 اٌىهزتائُح.
طزَمح اٌمُاص اٌّثاشز لذ ذىىْ ِىٍفح وذسرغزق ولرا طىَلا. ٌذٌه، َرُ اسرخذاَ طزَمح اٌّذاواج هٕا لأٔه لذ ذمذَ ذمُُّا 
 1.5ثُ ُِغاواط ٔظاَ اٌضىئُح  1.5أولا، صّّد  ِؼمىي ِٓ ِؤشزاخ ٔىػُح اٌطالح. َرُ اسرخذاَ ِاذلاب ٌّذاواج.
د اٌؼلالح تُٓ ِسرىَاخ اٌرىافمُح وِؤشزاخ اٌّىارد اٌّرجذدج اُِغاواط ٔظاَ اٌزَاح فٍ ِاذلاب. َذاوي هذا اٌؼًّ لإَج
 .اٌطالح اٌّرجذدج وِؤشزاخ ٔىػُح اٌطالح ؼىاًِتاسرخذاَ طزَمح اٌّذاواج. أظهزخ إٌرائج أْ هٕان ػلالح لىَح تُٓ اٌ
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CHAPTER 1  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Introduction to Renewable Energy 
The introduction of renewable energy systems (RES) at distribution level presents 
utilities with new problems related to the quality of the supply at or near the point of 
common coupling (PCC). Solar and wind energy systems are two of the most popular 
forms of renewable sources. The integration of solar/wind into the grid is achieved by the 
use of electric rectifiers, inverters and dc-dc choppers. These devices generate harmonics 
causing voltage and current distortion at the PCC. Thus utilities and regulators setup 
standards for connection of RES into the systems. The main concern is propagation of 
harmonics into the network. Several utilities conduct studies prior to the connection of 
RES. This is especially required as the penetration levels of the RES have increased. 
Moreover the connection of the distributed generators (DG) at distribution network poses 
new problems and challenges regarding power quality indices & levels. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
With the widespread introduction of renewable resources into the grid, there is an 
urgent need to carry out an assessment of power quality indices of renewable resources. 
This can be achieved through direct measurement at or near the PCC. However, as the 
penetration of renewable resources increases, the direct measurement may be expensive 
and time consuming. This is especially true as the power output level of both solar and 
wind is intermittent depending on solar radiation and wind speed respectively. 
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Simulation methods may offer a reasonable assessment of the power quality indices 
as compared to direct measurement method. The objective of this work is to find the 
relationship between harmonic levels and renewable resource indices. 
1.3 Thesis Motivation 
In kingdom of Saudi Arabia renewables are the best candidate among future power 
resources. Saudi Arabia has announced a 16 GW PV and 9 GW wind energy target by 
2032. Saudi Arabia is planning to invest hundred billion dollar worth investment in 
renewable energy. The country seeks to generate one-third of its energy demand through 
renewable which would be about 41 GW by the end of 2032 to meet rising demand from 
a rapidly growing population. So the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is emerging as a new hot 
spot in the Middle East and Africa region for renewable energy. To reach this ambitious 
target the kingdom’s grid is expected to connect some 3 GW from renewable plants in the 
next five years and up to 17 GW would be added by 2023. The kingdom has already 
completed its new biggest PV plant till date with a 3-5MW capacity in January 
2013[1][2].  
This application of renewable resources would present the power operators with 
new problems. There is a need to understand the impact of grid integration of renewable 
resources on power quality at PCC and how the grid will react. 
 
1.4 Thesis Objective 
Non-renewable world energy resources are depleting rapidly so the integration of 
renewable energy resources into the current electrical power systems is inevitable. The 
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integration of renewable sources into electric networks presents power system planners 
and operators with new challenging issues. These are related to the intermittent nature of 
the renewable sources and their integration via power semiconductor devices. The 
integration of these sources may result in the new problems related to power quality 
issues. Variation in solar irradiance and wind speed may lead to adverse power quality 
issues. On the other hand, increasing penetration of renewable sources may lead to power 
quality issues related to voltage levels. 
The general objective of the thesis is to identify and study the relationship between 
the input indices of renewable resources and levels of harmonics at PCC. The purpose of 
this thesis is to achieve the following objectives: 
 Carryout and document literature related to the correlation between harmonics 
and the parameters of renewable sources.  
 Study the behavior of harmonics at low and high solar irradiance by using actual 
irradiance data. Then study the behavior of harmonics at low and high wind speed 
by using actual wind data. This will help to develop a correlation. 
 Study the behavior of harmonics for different penetration levels of renewable 
sources. 
 Find a correlation between the parameters of renewable sources and power quality 
indices through simulation results and comprehensive study of related work done 
in this field. 
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1.5 Thesis Organization 
This thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 presents a literature survey of power quality, power quality standards, 
harmonic issues and grid integration issues. The recent studies on power quality of grid 
connected RES are included in this section. 
Chapter 3 presents the detailed Matlab Simulink based models of photovoltaic and wind 
systems. Complete models of inverter, converter and their control circuit along with grid 
interface through LC filter are described in this section.  
Chapter 4 presents the detailed simulation results of grid connected PV systems.   
Chapter 5 presents the detailed simulation results of grid connected wind systems.   
Chapter 6 presents the simulation results of grid connected PV system and wind systems 
combined. 
Chapter 7 presents conclusions and future work of this study. 
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CHAPTER 2  
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
The literature review on this subject is divided into the four sections. In the first 
section, the introduction of power quality of RES is documented. In the second section, 
harmonics issues of grid connected RES are discussed. In third section various power 
quality standard related to RES are discussed. In the last section, different studies related 
to power quality of RES have been discussed.  
2.1 Power Quality of Grid Connected Systems 
Power quality at any point of the network is the aggregate impact of all different 
elements at that point of network. All these network equipment and elements act in a very 
complex way to create an aggregate impact. RES connected to the distribution grid can 
have significant effects on the aggregated impact. 
A swing or change in voltage is called voltage fluctuation and if it moves out of a 
specified limit then it could cause series power quality problems. If the voltage changes 
above or below 10% of its rated value then it may affect the loads, can change network 
operation or can damage network equipment. Extended under-voltage can cause damage 
of sensitive equipment. It may decrease life of equipment and can cause the light 
dimming or inability in operation of some components of loads.   
Grid connected inverters usually are designed to follow grid voltage. If grid voltage 
moves outside the set parameters, then inverters are supposed to disconnect from grid to 
protect itself and other network equipment [3].  
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The introduction of distributed generation causes the power flow in both direction 
and that changes the dynamics of the network. Now voltage and power flow are 
determined by the aggregate effect of both the distributed and centralized generators as 
well as location and size of loads. Adding distributed generation, the voltage level at load 
side may rise higher than the load side voltage. In some cases even over-voltages can 
occur at load side and this may result in reverse power flow [4]. The situation may 
become worse if local load demand is at its lowest and distributed generation is at its 
peak [5]. 
The frequency, which is an important factor of power quality, is controlled by 
keeping a balance between loads and generation. It rises when demand falls and it falls 
when demand rises [6]. Frequency control in distribution networks is becoming more 
difficult because of increasing penetration of RES. The current size of grid connected PV 
systems is very small as compared to grid connected wind systems. Current contribution 
of frequency fluctuation of grid connected RES are not so high but as the penetration of 
grid connected RES would increase, the situation may become worse [7]. 
Increasing 10% penetration requires 2.5% increase in frequency control while if 
penetration goes up to 30% then the increase in frequency control would be 10% [8]. 
Inverters may be used for frequency control providing control in milliseconds which is 
faster than conventional control [6]. But inverters control would only be helpful if RES 
constitute a reasonable amount of generation. RES can only control frequency if they 
inject power to the network so PV inverters will not be able to provide frequency control 
at night time [9]. Similarly wind inverters will not be able to support frequency control in 
the absence of wind.  
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There are two types of control schemes in grid connected RES. Voltage source type 
or current source type. Most of the RES are current source type. In this type inverter 
follow the grid voltage. Voltage remains constant while current varies as the 
environmental conditions (irradiance or wind) changes.   
If the power factor of inverter is unity then it means that it will provide in-phase 
component of load while grid will have to supply out of phase current and harmonics. 
There are two methods to eliminate harmonics (1) through inverter control (2) through 
filtering. 
Filtering method is being used to eliminate harmonics because it is cheaper. There 
are two type of filtering (1) passive filtering (2) active filtering. Harmonics are eliminated 
through capacitor and reactors in passive filtering which absorb the harmonics. Passive 
filters are further divided into two categories (1) High order (2) and tuned filters. 
High order passive filter can absorb an entire range of higher order harmonics. 
Tuned filters on the other hand are used to eliminate specific low order harmonics. The 
working of active filters is based on the principal of generating the harmonics of opposite 
sequence to the existing harmonics. Active filters are smaller, quieter, and better than 
passive filters. They can eliminate several harmonics at a time and even if a change in 
grid occurs, active filter do not require system setting change for their working. 
The deployment of DG is increasing rapidly. It can reduce losses by reducing 
network flow. Some of its drawback include harmonics, fault currents, frequency 
regulation, voltage regulation, power fluctuation and reverse power flow, grounding 
issues, power factor changing issues and unintentional islanding. Grid connected small 
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scale wind is very rare so it has very little impact on distribution network as compared to 
grid connected small scale PV. 
Solar PV is a source of energy that fluctuates very rapidly over time scale based 
on solar irradiance. Solar irradiance changes throughout the day. There is no irradiance at 
night while irradiance is at peak at noon time. A PV power is highly dependent on 
irradiation, temperature and also time of the day[10].  
Also in grid connected PV systems, the harmonic distortion is highly depended on 
solar irradiance and number of PV systems while in grid connected wind systems the 
harmonic distortion is highly depended on wind speed and number of wind systems. 
2.2 Harmonic Issues of Grid Connected System 
Harmonics are components of voltage or current whose frequency are integer 
multiple of fundamental frequency. The fundamental frequency is 60 Hz in this study. 
Thus harmonics would have frequencies of 120, 180, 240, and 300 and so on. If 
harmonics have high values, they can cause flickering of light and TV monitors, 
Vibration of elevators, malfunction of protection devices, and poor quality of sound 
devices and even can cause fires[7]. Different power quality standards impose limitation 
on converters to produce lesser amount of harmonics than a specified limit. These 
limitations could be on total harmonic distortion (THD) or even on individual harmonics. 
Harmonics distortions are not desirable in any distribution system because they 
cause many problems including malfunction of power systems protection devices 
distortion and degradation of voltage waveforms, heating and life reduction of induction 
motors and transformers, and unsafe currents in power factor correction capacitors 
[11][12]. 
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It is necessary to investigate the individual harmonics before deciding the 
penetration level of PV inside the distribution grid [13]. The angle of each individual 
current harmonic is described with reference to the fundamental angle of current at each 
bus. A change of 180 degree means that harmonics current are being changed from 
absorbing to injecting or vice versa. It is observed that current harmonic phasors have a 
strong correlation with environmental conditions. In order to get a better comparison with 
standard EN 50160, simulations were performed for each time to get the percentage of 
time measurement and results were analyzed based on the requirements of EN 50160 
[10]. 
RES are connected to grid via converters and converters are the main source of 
distortion. The most widely used are pulse width modulation (PWM) inverters. An 
inverter in voltage following mode has usually unity power factor. Theoretically these 
inverters only produce high order harmonics which are attenuated easily by the system. 
Most grid connected inverters are unlikely to cause high harmonic even at high 
penetration level because they produce very low level of harmonic current [14][15][16]. 
If a grid is weak or distorted then integration of the inverter can cause low order 
harmonics. It will behave like external disturbance which will distort the inverter’s 
current output. Deficiencies in the control loop of inverter are the main reason for low 
order current harmonics.  
Another problem in supplying the reliable and quality power supply is the 
background harmonic distortion. Variable speed drivers, power electronic devices, 
electronic ballasts and computers are the examples of the some of the devices which 
produce power quality problems [10]. 
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Different non-linear load (e.g. arc furnace, 6 and 12 pulse rectifiers) generate 
background harmonics. THDv becomes worse in the presence of background harmonics 
and level of THDv rises when there is background harmonics. Thus installation of high 
concentration of RES, on a bus where there are background harmonics present, may 
degrade the power quality to an extent that it may violate the power quality standards. 
Background harmonics may play its role and effect the power quality when RES is 
installed as a DG [17]. Harmonic currents in linear loads, extra losses and change in 
related characteristics of load are some of the outcomes of harmonic voltage distortion in 
distribution grids [18]-[20].   
2.3 Power Quality Standards 
To ensure the safety of end user equipment and infrastructure and for the efficiency 
of electric power the electricity utility grid must operate at standard conditions. These 
standard conditions are often referred as power quality requirement or power quality 
standards. Power quality standards are defined by international professional societies or 
by power supply authorities. Most commonly these standards are related to harmonics, 
frequency and voltage regulation and power factor correction. There are many different 
reasons for the degradation of power quality. Some reasons are related to network 
equipment and lines. Some are related to end users operation and non-linear loads. Some 
reasons arise because of technical characteristic or weather conditions.  
There are many different power quality standards. Different utilities have adopted 
different power quality standards. Most common in use are IEEE-519, EN 50160 [21] 
and IEC 60001-4-30 [22]. In case of grid connected PV the most relevant standard is IEC 
61727 standard [11][23]. International power standard regarding wind systems is IEC 
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61400 while IEC standard 61400-21 is related to power quality of grid connected wind 
systems [24]. It recommends limits for flicker emissions and only focus on harmonic 
issues so IEEE-519 or EN 50160 are far comprehensive as they discuss the power quality 
issues in more details [25]. 
Standard EN 50160, not only provides limits for different power quality 
parameters, but also provides time based percentage during which the limits should not 
be violated. IEC standard 61000-4, not only provides measurement formulas and 
accuracy limits, but also describes the measuring methods of voltage and currents as well 
as aggregation periods. Current power quality standards have shortfalls and validation of 
these standards is a serious issue during grid integration. Investigation about these 
concerns have started to emerge in literature [26]-[30]. According to EN 50160, which is 
adopted by most of the European utilities, THD limit up to 40
th
 harmonic is 8%. 
According to IEEE standard 519-1992, the THD limit is 5% and the limit for individual 
harmonics up to 69 Kv is 3%. According to European standard IEC-61727 limits for 
current THD is 5% and limits for even harmonics should be 25% lower than limits of odd 
harmonics [23]. THDv should not exceed 5% at PCC according to IEEE standard 519-
1992 while IEC standard 61727 does not address THDv and does not give any guidelines 
regarding this issue. 
2.4 Different Studies related to Power Quality 
The environmental effects on voltage quality were studied in [13] and [17]. Using 
ampacity of cables as reference, the limits in installing high penetration of DG in urban 
areas is studied in [31]. Under the framework of EU project POLYCITY, the study of 
electrical impact is done for rural and urban networks in [32].Economic losses of poor 
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power quality in both rural and urban network are analyzed in [33]. In [34] a new control 
scheme is proposed to control the inverter by taking input from inverter side of the load 
as well as grid side of the load. Traditionally an inverter is controlled by only taking input 
from the inverter side of the load. So in this case voltage becomes more stable in case of 
a sudden change in system conditions.  
Integration of small RES to grid may not degrade the power quality much but large 
penetration of RES may result in violation of power quality standards. Level of voltage 
THD at high penetration grid connected RES, may become excessive in the presence of 
background harmonics distortion. Therefore utilities should carry out several constraint 
checks before integration of RES to grid to avoid power quality problems from RES. To 
find the optimal size and place of DG there are many techniques based on deterministic 
approach [35]-[37]. Since power output from RES is changing depending on 
environmental conditions(e.g. solar irradiance and temperature in case of gird connected 
system and wind speed in case of grid connected system), so voltage regulation is more 
complicated [38]-[41]. Many authors have proposed design of optimum grid connected 
RES but they have not considered power quality constraints. One such design is proposed 
in [42].In their vision paper, Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) has described a 
complete outline for future power quality research in 2007.Their target is to define the 
objective power quality research and fill in the critical gap as well as to specify the role 
of power quality in minimizing the economic loess of electric power suppliers and other 
related key organizations. 
If linear loads are connected in DG then clustered RES do not cause extensive 
voltage distortion [43]. Also if certain number of non-linear loads is used in simulations 
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then voltage distortions may violate the limits proposed by international power quality 
standards. High penetration of renewable systems has already been built in different 
locations of the world. Gumma village in Japan, Solarsiedlung Freiburg Germany, 
Holidaypark Bronsbergen Netherlands, Heerhugoward Suncity Netherlands and Soleil 
Marguerile France are some of such examples. Results obtained from 200 installed 
systems out of 553 in Gumma village revealed that at low load conditions over-voltage 
phenomena is causing substantial power loss. Voltage measurements have not shown any 
significant distortion during the operation of RES. It is observed that different type of 
inverters show different distortion levels so selection of inverter could play a vital role in 
minimizing the power loss. Some of the methods to minimize the over-voltage are 
reactive power control, voltage control strategies, curtailment of produced power, and 
storage of extra power. These are some of many different methods to minimize the over-
voltage and to improve the voltage profile during the variation of produced power of 
renewable source when RES with high penetration is connection to grid [10]. 
A study which is done on 29 houses in Denmark in a location having 1 kWp grid 
connected RES shows no series impact of RES installation on grid voltage distortion. 
Although the installed capacity was exceeding 30% of transformer’s rated capacity but 
still the highest voltage distortion was being caused by external sources [10]. 
Another study on RES, located at the Sydney Olympic site in Australia, reveals 
that voltage harmonic distortions were far below the limits imposed by IEEE standard 
519-1992. This was true even when all the inverters of 665 homes having 1kWp were 
operating under the same feeder [44]. A real network is under construction in Bavaria 
Germany which will be used for field tests and actual power quality analysis [45]. The 
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highest RES installed capacity was 3.9kWp in early 2010 and was expected to increase 
by 60% in near future [45]. According to simulations results shown in [46], it was 
demonstrated that more than 30% saturation of installed RES capacity is required to 
exceed the voltage distortion limits imposed by IEEE standards. A study in [47] shows 
that resonance seems unlikely at frequencies below 1 kHz so attention should be given to 
higher frequencies but capacitance at the interface of DG may shift the resonance to 
lower values.  
It was demonstrated in [48] that introduction of RES into grid after proper 
planning reduces the capital and maintenance costs as it eliminates the need of phase 
balance and voltage regulators. In a measurement campaign [49], using different 
penetration level of RES inside distribution grid, it is demonstrated that most of the 
power quality standards are met, while limits are violated only in a few cases. On the 
other hand if proper planning is not done then interconnected RES with grid may lead to 
violation of international power quality standards [50]. 
The annual report of international energy agency (IEA) in 2010 revealed that 
appropriate modeling is required to unveil all the possible unwanted outcomes of the 
large grid integration of RES. Promoting the use of high penetration grid connected RES 
is one of the main objective of IEA- Task 14. Their purpose is to achieve high RES 
penetration by reducing the technical barriers and by proposing appropriate grid 
integration configuration as was depicted in [51] and [52].  
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2.4.1 Studies Related to Grid Integration Issues of PV Systems 
The resonance phenomenon between existing network and PV inverters which 
occurs typically between 5th and 40th harmonic is discussed in [53]. This phenomenon is 
responsible for higher than expected distortion level in voltage and current in grid 
connected PV systems. 
Different control schemes suggested in literature have different impact on 
harmonic distortion and if solar irradiance increases for a given temperature then current 
THD would decrease [54][55]. Similarly increasing the PV penetration will shift the 
RMS voltage to a higher level [55][56]. Using different power quality standards, adopted 
within a certain utility, many researchers have tried to find the maximum penetration 
level of PV inside the distribution network for different type of utilities and network 
configuration [11][15]. 
Minas Patsalides has attempted to predict maximum PV integration allowed in 
low voltage networks based on systematic measurements of power quality indices for a 
period of two weeks. According to this study, solar irradiance has a strong correlation 
with power quality indices. High solar irradiance case presents the worst case in case of 
voltage harmonics. Using this worst case the effect of different PV penetration on power 
quality was determined [10].  
2.4.2 Studies Related to Grid Integration Issues of Wind Systems 
Three level converters allow conversion in megawatt range for wind energy 
conversion [57] so these converters has become a promising power converter interface 
[58] for wind turbines. A survey on control strategies, network interface topologies and 
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different applications for three level converters has been discussed in [59]. Some of the 
drawbacks of these three level inverters in grid connected wind system include increased 
control complexity and voltage unbalance [60]. DC link capacitor unbalance is a critical 
issue in three level converters in grid connected wind systems and it may lead to control 
malfunctions. This issue has been discussed in [61] and a contribution has been made in 
order to mitigate this critical issue in grid connected wind systems. 
Different advantages of three level converter over two level converter for a grid 
connected wind system have been discussed in [62]. In three level inverters THD is lower 
because of increased number of voltage levels which lead to the production of higher 
power quality waveforms [63]. In [64] the technique of active power filters to reduce 
current harmonics has been discussed in grid connected wind system. 
It is important to look into the different component of grid connected renewable 
energy system to understand the power quality issue. To understand how these 
components interact with each other and with the power grid, the complete design of grid 
connected renewable energy system is given in next chapter. Active power filter is used 
in design of grid connected RES for harmonic reduction of both grid connected PV and 
wind systems. 
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CHAPTER 3  
 
MODELING OF RENEWABLE SYSTEMS 
 
The dynamic models of grid connected renewable energy systems are developed in 
this chapter. These models of grid connected renewable energy systems are designed in 
Matlab Simulink. The design of grid connected PV system is presented first along with 
complete description of subsystem. Extra details could be found in Appendix A. The 
design of grid connected wind system is presented in second half of the chapter. 
Complete description of subsystems is presented along with extra detail in Appendix B. 
In designing of PV systems incremental conductance technique is being used for 
maximum power point tracking. In designing of wind system PMSG is being used. The 
technique of active power filtering is being used for harmonic reduction along with 
voltage controlled converter. 
3.1 PV System 
3.1.1 PV Cell 
Photovoltaic cell behaves as current source when light is thrown upon it so it 
generates electricity. It is actually a semiconductor device which behaves as diode in 
dark. If light is thrown upon it in reverse biased condition it absorbs the photon of energy. 
If energy of photon is greater than band gap then an electron jumps from valance band to 
conduction band and moves toward positive terminal leaving behind a deficiency of 
electron called hole. These electron hole pairs are created throughout the semiconductor 
under light and move in opposite directions. 
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         The general equivalent model consists of a photo current, a diode, a shunt resistor 
representing a leakage current and a series resistance expressing an internal resistance to 
the current flow [65].  
 
The net output current from the PV cell is given in equation 3.1. It is the 
difference of photovoltaic current and the sum of normal diode current and leakage 
current in the shunt resistance. 
          - 
  
   
           (  3.1 ) 
                            (  3.2 ) 
Where 
Iph  = photovoltaic current 
ID    = diode current 
    = shunt resistance 
     = cell current 
     = cell voltage 
Figure 3-1  PV cell 
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   = series resistor 
 Rsh = shunt resistance 
A Simulink model of a solar cell, which is the basic building block of 
photovoltaic array, is described in the figure 3.2. 
 
Figure ‎3-2 Simulink model of solar cell 
 In this figure temperature dependent PV array parameters (    and    ) are 
implemented in look-up tables. The light generated current (Iph) mainly depends on the 
cell’s working temperature and solar irradiation. The operation of PV is greatly 
determined by the irradiation, array short circuit current, array open circuit voltage, cell 
temperature and the load connected to the array [66].The PV output current has very little 
effect on the temperature variation. By increasing the temperature, PV cell produces a 
slightly higher output current but this increase in the cell temperature forces the PV cell 
to conduct at a lower voltage thus greatly reducing the power output of PV [67]. The 
diode current    is given as: 
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     ( 
  
     )                            (  3.3 ) 
Where 
   = diode current (A) 
   = diode voltage (V) 
   = diode saturation current (A) 
   = temperature voltage = 
  
 
  Qd 
n = Ncell*Nser 
T = cell temperature (K), 
k = Boltzman constant =               J/K  
q = electron charge = 1.6022       C 
Qd = diode quality factor 
Ncell= number of series-connected cells per module 
Nser = number of series-connected modules per string 
The Simulink model of diode is shown in figure 3.3 where temperature-dependent 
PV array parameters (  ,    and    ) are implemented in look-up tables. 
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Figure ‎3-3  Simulink model of diode 
 
Energy produced by PV cell is less than 2 watt at 0.5 volts approximately. When 
cells are connected in series the current remain same while voltage increases as a multiple 
of number of cells and if we connect the cells is parallel then voltage remain the same 
while current increases as a multiple of number of cells. Therefore cells are connected in 
series parallel configurations to generate the required amount of power. Voltage of a 
typical photovoltaic array is low. A high voltage gain is necessary, if we want to put the 
extra generated voltage to grid. For example, the household appliances are designed to 
work on a specific rated voltage and power so first of all this voltage requirement is met. 
The PV cells are connected in series of 36 or 72 in a module to get the required amount 
of voltage. These module can then be connected in a combination of series and parallel to 
get the required voltage and current [68].  
The voltage across parallel connected modules or string of modules should be 
same otherwise the module or string of modules having highest voltage would not be able 
to work at maximum power. This is because the voltage across parallel connection should 
be same which would be less than highest voltage. Bypass diodes are used to solve this 
problem.  
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3.1.2 Bypass and blocking Diode 
The purpose of bypass diode is to ensure the maximum voltage across module. 
When some cells are in shade, covered with some dirt etc. or are dead because of some 
issue then it may not produce the required amount of voltage, so bypass diodes are used 
in parallel with each cell. If a solar cell is unable to work, to produce the required amount 
of voltage, then the bypass diode becomes forward biased. It behaves as short circuit for 
current but keep the required voltage difference across cell. 
Since a PV cell behaves as diode in dark so at night or in absence of light, these 
cell may act as diode and draw power from storage device or grid. In this case, they will 
act as load instead of generator. To prevent this, isolation diodes are used on positive 
terminal of each string of module. These are also called blocking diodes. 
3.1.3 Photovoltaic Module and Array 
The purpose of module is not only to join cells in series along with bypass diodes 
to get the required amount of voltage but isolation diodes are also added to ensure the 
safely and block the reverse current [69]. All cells are placed in encapsulated flat glass to 
protect from water, dust etc. Most of manufacturers produce cells in from of solar 
modules. A variety of modules are available in market with different combinations of 
solar cells. To position the module relative to sun module mounts may also be used. 
A photovoltaic array consists of series and parallel combinations of modules. The 
voltage requirement decides the number of module connected in series while power 
requirement decides the number of module connected in parallel. 
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3.1.4 Power Conditioning Unit 
It provides interface between PV array and power grid. It consists of DC-AC 
inverter, maximum power point tracking (MPPT) unit, charge controller, DC-DC 
convertor, rectifier, other control switches and protection devices. The purpose of power 
electronic converter in power conditioning unit is to change the voltage level to a suitable 
form at high efficiency. 
A. DC/DC converter model 
The voltage of a typical photovoltaic array is low so high voltage gain is 
necessary to if we want to put the extra generated voltage to grid. Purpose of the DC-DC 
converter is to change DC voltage from one level to another. It consists of five basic 
components: diode, inductor, capacitor, PWM controller and a power switch [70]. 
Switching control the transfer of power from input to output dynamically. It does this 
through varying the duty cycle. Duty cycle is the ratio of “on” time to the switching time. 
It has two main types. One is called buck and the other is called boost converter. A boost 
type converter is used in PV system. It steps up the voltage to a higher level. Simulink 
diagram of a boost converter is given in figure 3.4.  
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Figure ‎3-4  Simulink diagram of a boost converter 
 
Capacitor is used to smooth the output. Dynamics of the DC/DC converter can be 
easily obtained by applying as 
       
    
  
 (   )            (  3.4 ) 
This can be written as, 
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(    (   )    )        (  3.5 )  
Here   is the inductance of the DC/DC converter. The variable   is called duty 
ratio of switch. When switch is on, the PV current flows through the inductor and then it 
flows back to source through switch. The diode act as reverse biased in this case and 
conducts no current. The energy is stored in the inductor and the voltage across inductor 
has a value of     . Current flows through diode when switch is off. Now capacitor starts 
charging and when it is fully charged, all the energy of inductor is transferred to 
capacitor. The capacitor has a voltage      across it in this case. 
A DC/DC converter can operate in continuous conduction mode (CCM) or 
discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). In CCM, current fluctuates but never goes down 
to zero. In DCM, the current fluctuates and goes down to zero before or at the end of 
switching period. In this work, continuous conductor mode of operation is employed as 
the photovoltaic array has to feed power into the grid without any interruption.  
B. Maximum Power Point Tracking 
For a given PV system either value of current or value of voltage can be fixed. The 
value of other would depend upon the value of first. For different values of voltage and 
current the power output would be different for a given system and there would be only 
one point at which power output would be the maximum. The process of finding this 
point is called MPPT. I-V curve of typical PV module also show this behavior [71]. To 
run the PV system efficiently, MPPT is necessary. There are several complex and 
efficient techniques to find MPPT but some famous MPPT algorithms are [71]: 
1. Perturb and observe 
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2. Incremental conductance 
3. Current Sweep Method 
4. Constant voltage 
Among these algorithms perturb and observe, and incremental conductance can 
provide a true maximum power point. The incremental conductance method has the 
advantage over perturb and observe method because it can perform maximum power 
point tracking under rapidly varying irradiation conditions with more accuracy than the 
perturb and observe method [71]. 
The most efficient MPPT algorithm is incremental conductance method [68]. Many 
others have used this method in simulations [72].  This method is used in simulations in 
this study. In this method maximum power point is obtained when; 
  
  
     =      0           (  3.6 ) 
Where P = VI  
Thus: 
 (  )
  
                   (  3.7 ) 
   
  
  
             (  3.8 ) 
  
  
           
  
 
                 (  3.9 ) 
  
  
 
 
 
                 (  3.10 ) 
So according to equation 3.10, this algorithm tries to minimize the error (
  
  
+  
 
 
 ) 
A flow chart of incremental conductance method is shown in figure 3.5 while Simulink 
block diagram of incremental conductance is shown in figure 3.6. 
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Figure ‎3-5  Flow chart of incremental conductance method 
 
 
Figure ‎3-6  Simulink block diagram of incremental conductance 
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Using the output of incremental conductance PWM pulse is generated as shown in 
figure 3. 7 which controls the switching of boost converter. The PWM generator block is 
further described in more detail in appendix A. 
 
Figure ‎3-7  PWM pulse is generation 
 
Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) plays an important role in minimizing the 
overall system cost and maximizing array efficiency by maximizing overall power 
output. 
C. DC-link capacitor model 
 
The DC-link capacitor is a storage device used to maintain constant DC voltage for 
DC side of inverter. This DC voltage is regulated by DC/DC converter irrespective of the 
inverter operation. On the other hand the inverter provides the proper current to the grid 
using this voltage variation feature of capacitor on DC side of inverter. No current will 
flow through DC-link capacitor, if inverter input is equal to converter output current. This 
will reduce the size of DC-link capacitor considerably [73]. 
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D. Inverter Model 
The purpose of inverter is to convert direct current to alternating current. The 
resultant AC current may be single phase or multi-phase and there are many different 
techniques for designing the single phase or multi-phase inverters.  A very short interval 
of time called “blanking time” is inserted between turning of one switch and turning the 
other switch on to avoid short circuit condition. The inverter converts the PV array DC 
output and feeds the grid at the proper frequency. In this study, the voltage gain model of 
the voltage source inverter (VSI) operating in the PWM mode is adopted. 
Types of inverters based on PV system connection design are given in the following. 
Central Inverter 
In PV systems, which are large than 10 kilowatt and have parallel strings, if all 
strings are connected to one common inverter, then such common inverter is called 
central inverter as shown in figure 3.7. Although it is cheap but it has certain 
disadvantages: power is lost due to common MPPT and due to module and string 
mismatch, high DC voltage cable is required between inverter and panels and the 
reliability of whole system depend upon only single inverter [34]. 
String Inverter 
In this design a separate inverter is used for each string of modules and then all 
the inverters are connected to grid in parallel fashion as shown in figure 3.8. In this case 
there would be a separate MPPT for each string so overall yield would be improved. 
There would no string diode so losses would decrease. If string voltage is high enough 
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then voltage boosting may not be required but if voltage of string is not high enough then 
voltage boosting would be required [34]. 
 
Module Inverter 
In this case each module has its own inverter and all inverters are connected to 
grid directly as shown in figure 3.9. There would be no mismatch losses and each module 
would have its own MPPT. The overall power production would increase. The efficiency 
of module inverter would be better than string inverter but high voltage amplification is 
required which may lead to lower efficiency. This design is more costly than previous 
one [34]. 
Figure 3-8  Central and String Inverter 
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Figure ‎3-9  Module Inverter 
 
Figure ‎3-10 Multi-String Inverter 
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Multi-String Inverter 
This design combines the advantages of string inverter and module inverter as 
shown in figure 3.10. A DC-DC converter is used for each string of module and each 
string of module has its own MPPT. These converters are then connected one common 
DC-AC inverter. Overall efficiency increases in this case as compared to string or module 
inverters [34]. Simulink block diagram of inverter along with control system is shown in 
figure 3.11. 
 
Figure ‎3-11  Inverter Model along with Control 
The instantaneous active power on the AC side of the inverter is given as  
                                            (  3.11 ) 
Where, 
           = inverter output voltages in terms of d-q axes. 
          = inverter output currents in terms of d-q axes. 
While power on the DC side of the inverter is given as 
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                     (  3.12 ) 
Where, 
    = voltage on the DC side of the inverter. 
     = current on the DC side of the inverter. 
Inverter control model is described in figure 3.12. It has measurement and 
transformation block, grid side control block and 3 phase PMW generator block. 
Measurement and transformation block is further described in figure 3.13 while the detail 
on other two blocks could be find in appendix A.  
 
Figure ‎3-12  Inverter control model 
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Figure ‎3-13  Measurement and transformation block 
 
First block in figure 3.13 is a simple low pass filter while the detail on other 
blocks could be find in appendix A. 
 
E. Active Filter Model 
 
For smoothing the output current, a passive low-pass LC filter is commonly 
employed between the PV system and utility network. The resistance       in series 
with the filter capacitor is used to avoid the resonance between the filter capacitor and the 
coupling inductance.  
The inductor blocks the high frequency harmonics and passes the low frequencies, 
while the capacitor allows high frequencies and blocks low frequencies. So these reactive 
devices can block most of the harmonics and reduce the switching frequency ripple of the 
inverter output[74]. To avoid the resonance that may arise with the coupling inductance 
and the filter capacitor, a passive damping circuit is added to the filter such as damping 
resistor.  
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Figure ‎3-14  Active Filter Model 
Applying KVL around the PV inverter and on left side of filter capacitor gives a non-
linear differential equation as 
                        
        
  
      (         )        (  3.13 ) 
Where,         is the filter resistance,         is the filter inductance,       is the 
damping resistance,      is the capacitor voltage. 
Similarly, equation from the right leg of capacitor is,  
         
  
  
   (         )           (  3.14 ) 
The voltage across the filter capacitor is given as 
       
     
  
 (         )        (  315 ) 
Where           is the capacitance of the filter.  
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3.2 Components of Wind System 
Since last 10 years, the wind turbine is the world’s fastest expanding power 
generation technology.  In a wind system, energy is converted into rotational mechanical 
energy through blades (rotor) then a generator converts this mechanical energy into 
electrical energy. A gear-box connects the low speed shaft of the rotor to the high speed 
shaft of generator [75]. Early wind farms had fixed speed wind turbines and they were 
based on squirrel cage induction generators. There was no control method so fluctuations 
were passed through system causing mechanical stress on wind turbine rotor [76]. Those 
systems were not so efficient therefore variable speed wind turbines (VSWT) took over. 
VSWT cause less stress on the blades and shaft on mechanical component of the wind 
turbine system. VSWT can adjust its rotational speed according to wind speed. In this 
way it achieves optimum efficiency over a wide range of wind speeds. Therefore these 
system are 10-15% more efficient than old systems [77]. Now a day VSWT are available 
both in kW as well as in MW size range.  
There are many kinds of wind generators. Modern large scale VSWT are either 
based on doubly fed induction generators (DFIGs) or permanent magnet synchronous 
generators (PMSGs). PMSGs do not have to be installed with a gear box [78]-[87], while 
other generators including DFIGs do have to be connected with a gear-box. 
DFIG has several advantages over PMSG in terms of reactive power control and 
size [88][89]. The maximum size available of PMSGs is 2MW while DFIG come in size 
as large as 10 MW. A permanent magnet (PM) provides magnetization in PMSGs so it 
has the property of self-excitation. Rotor of PMSGs needs no external excitation so this 
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allows PMSGs to work at higher power factors and efficiencies. PMSGs have several 
advantages over other type of generators some of them are listed below: 
 Maintenance of PMSGs is easy 
 Have longer lifetime 
 No external power supply is required 
 No rotor winding or copper losses 
 More reliable because no slip ring or brushes needed 
 Lighter in weight so higher ratio of power to weight  
VSWT has two types of control: 
 Mechanical Control 
 Electrical Control 
The purpose of VSWT control is to operate the wind system at maximum power point 
tracking to extract the maximum wind power. Blade pitch angle is controlled in 
mechanical control. Power delivered to the generator can be maximized at a particular 
wind speed by controlling the pitch angle carefully [90]. Electrical control covers the 
control of the power converters and the load side control. The stator in PMSGs is not 
directly connected to gird unlike the DFIGs where stator is directly connected to the grid. 
The PMSG is connected to the grid through full scale voltage source converters. These 
converters are called back to back converters and are connected between PMSGs and 
grid. Back to back converters are actually consist of two converters: 
 Generator side converter  
 Grid side converter 
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The converter on the generator side converts form AC to DC while grid side 
converter is a general PWM voltage inverter which converts from DC to AC. Integration 
of wind generation with the power grid brings many challenges. The fluctuations of 
power output in wind energy conversion system may cause some problems for the grid 
especially in a weak grid [91][92]. The inverter terminal is connected to the transmission 
grid through a step-up transformer. The system model consists of PMSG, wind turbine, 
the converters, loads, generator and the transmission line. 
An issue with PMSGs that is needed to be considered is the risk of demagnetization 
of magnets due to the temperature rise. The magnets can be partially or fully 
demagnetized. In partial demagnetization the magnetic properties are weakened. In full 
demagnetization magnetic properties are completely lost and they require re- 
magnetization which is a tedious task and in some cases impossible and a new rotor is 
required. Thus a thermal study is suggested to guarantee that the magnet working 
temperature is, in any conditions, preserved low. Additionally, the partial 
demagnetization is usually a case during a short circuit where some parts of the magnets 
are exposed to high opposing magnetic fields [93]-[95]. The complete block diagram of 
grid connected PV system used for simulations is given in chapter 4. 
3.3 Wind System Modeling 
Permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) type wind system is considered 
in this work. The model consists of a two mass drive-train, a synchronous generator, full-
scale converter and filter circuit. The wind turbine connects to the rotor of the 
synchronous generator through a gearless drive train. The permanent magnets are 
mounted on the generator rotor, providing a fixed excitation to the generator. The 3-phase 
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stator windings of the generator feed power to the full frequency converter which 
converts variable frequency of the wind generator to the constant grid frequency.  
3.3.1 Wind turbine model 
The wind turbine extracts power from wind and converts it into mechanical 
power. The power output of the wind turbine depends on wind speed and rotor size.  
 
Figure ‎3-15  Wind Turbine Model in Simulink 
 The mechanical power developed is proportional to the cubic power of wind 
speed hence a small increase in speed causes larger increase in the wind power. In 
addition, the power output of the turbine also increases with increase in blade area by 
allowing turbine to intercept more wind and energy capture. But the size of the blades in 
wind turbine has a limitation put by the technical and economic aspects. The amount of 
aerodynamic power produced by the wind turbine is given as follows 
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          (  3.16 ) 
 Where: 
     Density of the air (kg/  ),  
S   area swept by the turbine (  ),     
      Power coefficient of the wind turbine rotor 
Power coefficient defines the aerodynamic efficiency of the wind turbine rotor, 
and is a function of the tip speed ratio λ and blade pitch angle  . The tip speed is defined 
as the ratio between the peripheral speed of the blades and the wind speed. Power 
coefficient changes with the different values of  , but the wind turbine is most efficient 
for  =0. 
The theoretical upper limit of    is 0.59 but in practical its value lies in range of 0.2-0.4.         
3.3.2 PMSG Model  
The equivalent circuit of a three phase permanent magnet synchronous generator 
considering sinusoidal flux distribution is as [96],  
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Figure ‎3-16  Equivalent circuit of PMSG 
 
The voltage current relations of the stator circuit is, 
     
   
  
                (  3.17 ) 
Where,    and    armature resistance and inductance,    is the PMSG terminal voltage, 
   is the emf generated by the permanent magnet developed field.  
The electromechanical torque generated by the machine is given as  
           (     )               (  3.11 ) 
Here     and     are the d-q axes PMSG currents,   and    are the stator reactance in d-
q axes,     is the field voltage along d-axis, The electrical power output of the generator 
is the product of torque and rotor speed, and is expressed as, 
                  (  3.18 ) 
   is the generator rotor speed. The electromechanical dynamics of the rotor can be 
expressed through the second order model, 
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   (    )         (  3.19 ) 
   
  
 
 
   
(        )         (  3.20 ) 
Where     is the rotor angle of the PMSG,    is the PMSG inertia constant,    is the 
torsional angle and Ks is the stiffness of shaft. A two mass model representation of the 
drive train is employed in this work. Higher inertia turbine rotor is connected to the lower 
inertia generator rotor through a flexible shaft having a stiffness of Ks. The high speed 
shaft is assumed to be stiff. No gear box is employed in this concept.  
3.3.3 Full Converter Configuration 
Full converter composed of a force commutated machine side converter and grid 
side converter connected with a common DC-link as shown in figure 3.17. The advantage 
of such a system is that the DC-link capacitor decouples the two converters and hence a 
separate control on each converter can be employed.   
 
Figure ‎3-17  Back to Back Converters 
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Back to back convertors and power control system are required for a typical grid 
connected wind system in addition to blades and generator. Frequency and voltage output 
of a wind system have fluctuations so back to back convertors are required. Back to back 
convertors along with power control system convert the variable frequency and voltage 
into constant voltage and frequency to meet the power quality standards [82]. 
The machine side converter acts as rectifier which converts the generator’s low 
frequency alternating current to direct current. The rectifier operates on the pulse width 
modulated technique. The main advantage of using PWM is that it reduces the losses in 
the switching devices. 
        The DC link capacitor provides an intermediate energy storage, which isolates the 
generator side synchronous system from grid side synchronous system. The transfer of 
real power from the generator into the grid can be realized through this DC-link by 
keeping its voltage constant. The current in the DC-link is discontinuous as it is switched 
on or off with respect to the switching frequency of the converter. This process induces 
voltage ripples in the DC-link capacitor which can be made small to the extent that the 
voltage appears virtually constant during switching period by selecting a large value of 
capacitor. On the other hand a small capacitor enables fast control of the DC-link voltage. 
Hence the selection of the size of the capacitor has to be a trade-off between the voltage 
ripples and fast changes in DC voltage. 
        The grid side converter acts as an inverter, which converts the DC power to fixed 
frequency AC power. The grid side converter also operates on the PWM technique. The 
magnitude of the inverter output voltage depends upon the modulation index   and DC 
link voltage. 
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A. Generator (or machine) side converter  
 
The terminal voltage of the synchronous generator can be expressed in terms of 
the modulation index of the rectifier, dc-link voltage and the rotor angle of the generator 
in d-q axes as. 
        (          )          ( 3.21 ) 
The power on the AC side of the converter is given as  
                        (  3.22 ) 
 
Figure ‎3-18  Generator Side Converter 
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Figure ‎3-19  Control of Generator Side Converter 
First block in figure 3.19 is a simple low pass filter while other blocks are 
described in more detail in appendix B. 
B. Grid side converter: 
 
A Simulink block diagram of grid side converter along with control system is shown in 
figure 3.20.  
 
Figure ‎3-20  Grid Side Converter along with Control System 
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The output voltage of the converter in terms of the d-q axes is given as 
            (    )+j    (    )    
Here,   is the phase angle of the grid voltage,     is the voltage across the dc-link,   is 
the inverter output voltage. 
The power on the AC side of the inverter is given as  
                       (  3.23 ) 
    and      are the d- q axes component of the inverter output current   . 
The grid side converter control model is described in figure 3.21. It has 
measurement and transformation block, grid side control block and 3 phase PMW 
generator block. The measurement and transformation block is further described in figure 
3.22 while detail on other two blocks could be find in appendix B. 
 
Figure ‎3-21  Grid Side Converter Control Model 
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Figure ‎3-22  Measurement and transformation block 
First block in figure 3.22 is a simple low pass filter while details of other blocks 
are presented in appendix B. 
C. Active Filter Model 
 
 For smoothing the output current, an LC filter is employed between the wind 
system and common bus. This filter model is similar to the model used for PV system. 
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Figure ‎3-23  Active filter Model 
Applying KVL and KCL on the right side of the filter section give the equations,  
                        
        
  
      (         )          (  3.24 ) 
Where,         is the filter resistance,         is the filter inductance,       is the 
damping resistance,      is the filter capacitor voltage. 
Similarly, equation from the left leg of capacitor is,  
         
  
  
   (         )           (  3.25 ) 
The voltage across the filter capacitor is given as 
       
     
  
 (         )        (  3.26 ) 
Here,         is the capacitance of filter after grid converter of grid connected wind 
system. 
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CHAPTER 4  
 
 SIMULATION RESULTS OF GRID CONNECTED PV SYSTEMS 
 
In this study, it is assumed that PV systems are located close to each other 
therefore PV systems are exposed to the same solar irradiance behaving in the same 
manner in term of power quality. PV systems will usually experience different solar 
irradiance based on their location. However in order to find correlation it is necessary that 
all PV systems should behave the same way so that a model should be developed. The 
assumptions considered in this work are given in the following. 
1. PV systems have no reactive support 
2. All loads are linear 
3. All PV systems are installed on the same feeder 
4. Transient response is not considered 
5. Utility substation is a strong bus 
4.1 Design of a Grid Connected PV system 
The block diagram of the grid connected PV system is shown in figure 4.1. Here a 
step up transformer is used for grid integration. Voltage and current measurement blocks 
are located between RES and transformer.  
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Figure ‎4-1  Grid Connected PV System 
The PV system block is described in more details in figure 4.2. Here 1.5 MW PV 
system is connected to the grid via converter and inverter. The PV array is modeled based 
on the design of 305 WP SunPower PV modules (SunPower SPR-305) manufactured by 
SunPower. The rated power is peak power at 1000 W/   irradiance. If solar irradiance is 
1000 W per meter square at 25   then output of one module is 305 W. The numbers of 
series connected modules per string are 15 while 330 such strings are used. The total 
power would be 305 330 15 = 1.51 MWp @ 1000 W/   and 25   temperature. The 
PV module use incremental conductance method as maximum power point tracking 
(MPPT) technique. Details of utility grid block are shown in figure 4.3. 
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Figure ‎4-2  PV System Simulink Block 
 
Figure ‎4-3 Utility Grid Simulink Block 
Solar irradiance and temperature, taken at KFUPM Dhahran (26.18’35 N, 50.08’24 E) on 
9
th
 of July 2010, are used as inputs for grid connected PV system. Irradiance curve, and 
temperature used in simulations are shown in figure 4.4 and 4.5. 
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Figure ‎4-4  Temperature at KFUPM on 9th of July, 2010 
 
Figure ‎4-5  Solar Irradiance at KFUPM on 9th of July, 2010 
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4.2 Simulation Results of Grid Connected PV Systems  
A grid connected PV system is used to verify the relation between PV system 
parameters and power quality indices. By designing voltage measurement block and 
current measurement block as shown in figure 4.1 the following relation were found 
between current/voltage RMS of a grid connected PV system and solar irradiance as 
shown in figure 4.6. 
 
Figure ‎4-6  Relation between Solar Irradiance and current & voltage RMS 
First curve is the irradiance from 5 AM to 8 PM. Second curve shows current 
RMS from 5 AM to 8 PM at given irradiance. Third curve is the voltage RMS from 5 
AM to 8 PM at given irradiance. A direct relation exists between current & voltage RMS 
and solar irradiance. This is the simplest scenario as not any other kind of harmonic 
distortions are present there in the system. We have to consider other factors too when 
system will become more complex. 
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The relation between current & voltage THD and solar irradiance is shown in 
figure 4.7. 
 
Figure ‎4-7  Relation between Solar Irradiance and current & voltage THD 
First curve is the irradiance from 5 AM to 8 PM. Second curve shows current 
THD from 5 AM to 8 PM at given irradiance. Third curve is the voltage THD from 5 AM 
to 8 PM at given irradiance. An inverse relation exists between voltage & current THD 
and solar irradiance. 
The relation of voltage RMS curve with the different number of PV systems, from 
5 AM to 8 PM, is shown in figure 4.8 while the relation of current RMS curve with the 
different number of PV systems, from 5 AM to 8 PM, is shown in figure 4.9. These 
results clearly show that as the number of grid connected PV system is increased both the 
voltage & current RMS are shifted to a higher level. 
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Figure ‎4-8  Relation between number of PV systems and voltage RMS 
 
Figure ‎4-9  Relation between number of PV systems and current RMS 
The relation of voltage THD with the different number of PV systems, from 5 
AM to 8 PM, is shown in figure 4.10 while the relation of current THD with the different 
number of PV system, from 5 AM to 8 PM, is shown in figure 4.11. 
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Figure ‎4-10  Relation between number of PV systems and voltage THD 
 
Figure ‎4-11  Relation between number of PV systems and current THD 
These results show that as the number of grid connected PV system is increased 
the voltage THD is shifted to a higher level while current THD is shifted to a lower level 
e.g. current THD for 4 PV systems would be lower than current THD for 3 PV systems. It 
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means that current THD would be highest when only one PV system is connected to the 
grid. The relation between solar irradiance and current RMS is shown in figure 4.12 
while the relation between solar irradiance and current THD is shown in figure 4.13. 
 
Figure ‎4-12  Relation between Current RMS and Solar Irradiance 
 
Figure ‎4-13  Relation between Current THD and Solar Irradiance 
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If solar irradiance is increased, current RMS increases but current THD decreases. 
Both current RMS and THD in a PV system are almost the same for both increasing 
irradiance and decreasing irradiance.  
 
Figure ‎4-14  Individual voltage harmonics of grid connected solar systems 
 
Figure ‎4-15  Individual current harmonics of grid connected solar systems 
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Individual voltage harmonics of different grid connected solar systems are shown 
in figure 4.14 and individual current harmonics of different grid connected solar systems 
are shown in figure 4.15. As the number of solar system increases, individual voltage 
harmonics also increases but individual current harmonic do not show any clear pattern. 
 
Figure ‎4-16  Individual voltage harmonics before and after the filter 
 
Figure ‎4-17  Individual current harmonics before and after the filter 
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According to figure 4.11, the worst case for the current harmonics is when only 
one PV system is connected to the grid. Individual voltage & current harmonics before 
and after the filter for one PV system are shown in figure 4.16 and 4.17. Harmonics are 
reduced considerably after applying the filter.  
The control circuit and sensors are unable to measure and maintain the sinusoidal 
shape of the waveform at low power so high current distortions are observed. There are 
many factors which play vital roles in non-linearity of the inverter. Delays in tuning on or 
tuning off of the switches or in circuits of gate drive could be one of the reasons. Zero 
current clumping could be another reason. One reason of non-linearity could be parasitic 
capacitance effects. Some other reasons could be “voltage drop in switching devices” or 
“short pulse dropping” [97]. 
4.3 Correlation functions for PV system 
It is clear from these simulations, that results verify some of the relation mentioned 
in [29] in case of grid connected PV system. Results of THD shows that solar irradiance 
plays the main role in distorting the current waveform and these results verify the results 
presented in [10]. But according to results presented in [10] voltage THD is not strongly 
correlated to fluctuations of solar irradiance and current harmonics are very sensitive and 
correlated to variation of solar irradiance. But these results clearly show that both voltage 
& current THD are strongly related to solar irradiance.  
The above results, after putting into curve-fitting tool, show the following 
correlation function between current RMS/THD and solar irradiance for one PV system: 
                      +                                    (  4.1 ) 
                      
          +                           (  4.2 ) 
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Where 
    = Solar Irradiance (W/ 
 ) 
        = RMS Current at grid side of inverter (A) 
         = RMS Current constant for given PV system (A) 
          = Scalar Multiple for RMS Current 
        = THD Current at grid side of inverter 
        ,          ,          = THD Current constants for given PV system  
Similarly the relation of voltage RMS and THD with solar irradiance is given by: 
                      +                                   (  4.3 ) 
                        +                                    (  4.4 ) 
Where 
        = RMS Voltage at grid side of inverter (V) 
         = RMS Voltage constant for given PV system (V) 
          = Scalar Multiple for RMS Voltage 
        = THD Voltage at grid side of inverter  
         = THD Voltage constant for given PV system 
          = Scalar Multiple for THD Voltage 
Using these equations current RMS output and current THD are shown in figure 4.18 and 
figure 4.19. 
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Figure ‎4-18  Simulated Current RMS and Current RMS from equation 
 
Figure ‎4-19  Simulated Current THD and Current THD from equation 
 
 
Following values are used for different parameters 
    > 100 (W/ 
 ) 
         = 40.8358 (A) 
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          = 1.3376 
          = -0.4581 
           = 3.523 
         = -0.1132 
The voltage RMS and voltage THD would also show similar relations. 
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CHAPTER 5  
SIMULATION RESULTS OF GRID CONNECTED WIND SYSTEMS 
 
In this study it is assumed that wind systems are also located close to each other 
therefore wind systems are exposed to same wind speed behaving in the same manner in 
term of power quality. Wind systems will usually experience different wind speed based 
on their location. However in order to find correlation it is necessary that all wind 
systems should behave the same way so that a model should be developed. The 
assumption considered in this work are same as considered for PV systems and are given 
in the following. 
1. Wind systems have no reactive support 
2. All loads are linear 
3. All wind systems are installed on the same feeder 
4. Transient response is not considered 
5. Utility substation is a strong bus 
5.1 Design of Grid Connected Wind System 
The block diagram of the grid connected wind system is shown in figure 5.1. Here 
also a step up transformer is used for grid integration. Voltage and current measurement 
blocks are located between wind system and the transformer.  
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Figure ‎5-1  Grid Connected Wind System 
Inside of PMSG based wind system block shown in figure 5.1 is described in 
more detail in figure 5.2. Here 1.5 MW PMSG based wind system is connected to the 
gird via back to back convertors. Details of all individual blocks are given in chapter 3. 
 
Figure ‎5-2  Wind System Simulink Block 
Inside of utility grid block shown in figure 5.1 is described in more detail in figure 
5.3. 
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Figure ‎5-3  Utility Grid Simulink Block 
Wind speed, taken at KFUPM Dhahran (26.18’35 N, 50.08’24 E) on 5th of Feb. 
2011, is used as input for gird connected PMSG based wind system. Wind speed used in 
simulations is shown in figure 5.4. 
 
Figure ‎5-4  Wind Speed on 5th of Feb, 2011 
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5.2 Simulation Results of Grid Connected Wind Systems  
In simulations grid connected wind system is used to verify the relation between 
wind system parameters and power quality indices. By designing voltage measurement 
block and current measurement block as shown in figure 5.1 following relation were 
found between current & voltage RMS of a grid connected wind system and wind speed 
as shown in figure 5.5. It is clear from the figure 5.5 that a direct relation exists between 
current & voltage RMS and wind speed. 
 
Figure ‎5-5  Relation between Wind Speed and current & voltage RMS 
The relation between current & voltage THD and wind speed is shown in figure 
5.6. First curve is the wind speed from 5 AM to 8 PM. Second curve shows current RMS 
from 5 AM to 8 PM at given wind speed. Third curve is the voltage RMS from 5 AM to 8 
PM at given wind speed. A direct relation exists between voltage THD and wind speed 
while inverse relation exists between current THD and wind speed. 
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Figure ‎5-6  Relation between Wind Speed and current & voltage THD 
The relation of voltage RMS with the number of wind systems, from 5 AM to 8 
PM, is shown in figure 5.7 while the relation of current RMS with the number of wind 
systems, from 5 AM to 8 PM, is shown in figure 5.8. These results also clearly show that 
both the voltage & current RMS increase as the number of grid connected wind system is 
increased. 
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Figure ‎5-7  Relation between number of wind systems and voltage RMS 
 
Figure ‎5-8  Relation between number of wind systems and current RMS 
The relation between number of wind systems and voltage THD is shown in figure 5.9 
while the relation between the number of wind system and current THD is shown in 
figure 5.10. These results show that voltage THD increases while current THD decreases 
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as the number of grid connected wind system is increased. Figure 5.10 shows that current 
THD curve would be at highest level when only one wind system is connected to the 
grid. 
 
Figure ‎5-9  Relation between number of wind systems and voltage THD 
 
Figure ‎5-10  Relation between number of wind systems and current THD 
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Figure ‎5-11  Relation between Current RMS and Wind Speed 
 
 
Figure ‎5-12  Relation between Current THD and Wind Speed 
The relation of current RMS distribution with wind speed is shown in figure 5.11 
while the relation of current THD distribution with wind speed is shown in figure 5.12.It 
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is clear that the trend of current RMS and THD in case of wind system is not exactly the 
same as was found in PV system. If wind speed changes, then change in voltage and 
current would not only depend on the previous value of voltage and current but also on 
the previous state of wind turbine. This is because of inertia of PMSG and delay in 
response time of wind turbine. 
Individual voltage harmonics of different grid connected wind systems are shown 
in figure 5.13, while individual current harmonics of different grid connected wind 
systems are shown in figure 5.14. As the number of wind system increases, individual 
voltage harmonics also increase except 5
th
 harmonic while individual current harmonic 
do not show any clear pattern. 
 
 
Figure ‎5-13  Individual voltage harmonics of grid connected wind systems 
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Figure ‎5-14  Individual current harmonics of grid connected wind systems 
According to figure 5.10, the worst case for current harmonics is when only one 
wind system is connected to the grid. Now individual voltage & current harmonics before 
and after the filter for a wind system are shown in figure 5.14 and 5.15. Harmonics are 
reduced considerably after applying the filter. 
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Figure ‎5-15  Individual voltage harmonics before and after the filter 
 
Figure ‎5-16  Individual current harmonics before and after the filter 
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5.3 Correlation functions for wind system 
Results for wind systems show similar behavior as PV system but with an error 
value. Results of THD show that wind speed plays the main role in distorting the current 
waveform. These results clearly show that both voltage & current THD are strongly 
related to wind speed in case of grid connected wind system. 
The results show that as the wind systems are increased the voltage RMS, Current 
RMS and voltage THD increase while current THD decreases.  
Using curve-fitting tool in Matlab the following correlation function are obtained 
between current, voltage and wind speed for one wind system: 
                     +                                           (  5.1 ) 
                     +                                          (  5.2 ) 
                     +                                           (  5.3 ) 
                      
         +                          (  5.4 ) 
Where 
      = Wind Speed (m/s) 
       = RMS Current at grid side of inverter (A) 
        = RMS Current constant for given wind system (A) 
         = Scalar Multiple for RMS Current 
       = RMS Voltage at grid side of inverter (V) 
        = RMS Voltage constant for given wind system (V) 
         = Scalar Multiple for RMS Voltage 
       = THD Voltage at grid side of inverter  
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        = THD Voltage constant for given wind system 
         = Scalar Multiple for THD Voltage 
       = THD Current at grid side of inverter 
       ,         ,         = THD Current constants for given wind system  
         ,          ,            ,            = Errors Values for wind system 
Using equation 5.1 in curve-fitting tool in Matlab the relation between current 
RMS and wind speed is shown in figure 4.17. 
 
Figure ‎5-17  Applying Curve fitting Tool on Current RMS and Wind Speed 
 
Following values are used for different parameters 
8 m/s <       < 13.5 m/s 
        = 6.05 A 
         = 0.005037   
          =          +     
Where     =  0.021 &    =  0.000027 
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CHAPTER 6  
 
SIMULATION RESULTS OF GRID CONNECTED PV AND WIND 
SYSTEMS COMBINED 
 
6.1 Design of PV and Wind System Combined 
The block diagram of the grid connected PV and wind system combined is shown 
in figure 6.1. Here also a step up transformer is used for grid integration. Voltage and 
current measurement blocks are located between wind system and transformer.  
 
Figure ‎6-1 Grid Connected Renewable System 
6.2 Simulation Results of PV and Wind System Combined 
In simulations grid connected PV and wind systems are used to verify the relation 
between renewable resource parameters and power quality indices. The same irradiance, 
temperature and wind speed curves are used as before. The relations for voltage & 
current RMS from 5 AM to 8 PM are shown in figure 6.2 and 6.3. This shows that a 
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direct relation exists between voltage THD and number of renewable systems while 
inverse relation exists between current THD and number of renewable systems. 
 
 
Figure ‎6-2  Relation between number of renewable systems and voltage RMS 
 
Figure ‎6-3  Relation between number of renewable systems and current RMS 
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The relation between number of renewable systems and voltage THD is shown in figure 
5.9 while the relation between the number of renewable system and current THD is 
shown in figure 5.10.  
 
Figure ‎6-4  Relation between number of renewable systems and voltage THD 
 
Figure ‎6-5  Relation between number of renewable systems and current THD 
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These results show that voltage THD increase while current THD decrease as the 
number of grid connected renewable system is increased. It means that current THD 
curve would be at highest level when only one renewable system is connected to the grid. 
Similarly all other result would have the same behaviors as was found in previous 
chapters. The above results, after putting into curve-fitting tool, show the following 
correlation function between RES parameters and power quality indices. 
                       +          +               +                                   ( 6.1 ) 
         =              
         +         +               +                         ( 6.2 ) 
                       +         +               +                                  ( 6.3 ) 
                        +          +               
         +                        ( 6.4 ) 
Where 
         = RMS Current at grid side of inverter (A) 
         = THD Current at grid side of inverter 
         = RMS Voltage at grid side of inverter (V) 
         = THD Voltage at grid side of inverter  
This phenomenon of increasing voltage RMS, as the number of RES increases, 
can also be used to improve the voltage profile but voltage THD would be degraded. The 
buses which are far away from distribution transformer and are located at the end of 
radial network have less immunity as compared to those located close to the distribution 
transformer. Violation of power quality standards are a serious thread for distribution 
network and limit the unconditional installation of RES. Installing RES on grid is 
inevitable but if proper planning is not done or proactive actions are not taken, then 
problem of power quality will become worse. Simulation methods should be used for 
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evaluating the power quality indices of grid connected renewable systems. Forecasted 
data of solar irradiance, temperature and wind speed could be used for evaluating the 
power quality indices for future planning. Active power filter should be used for 
eliminating the harmonics to improve the power quality. 
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CHAPTER 7  
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusion 
            In this study a comprehensive design of grid connected PV and wind systems are 
presented along with active power filters. Simulations results of gird connected PV 
system, and grid connected wind system show that active power filter play an important 
role in minimizing the harmonics at the PCC. The results show that there is strong 
relation between solar irradiance and power quality indices of a grid connected PV 
system. The results also show that there is strong relation between wind speed and power 
quality indices of a grid connected wind system. The results also show that there is strong 
relation between number of renewable systems and power quality indices of a grid 
connected renewable systems. The results also show that the behavior of grid connected 
wind system is not exactly the same as of grid connected PV system because of the 
inertia of wind turbine. Thus there is an error factor involve in relations of wind speed 
with power quality indices.  
In simulations the power quality indices of grid connected renewable system are 
measured using different combinations of renewable systems. The relations of power 
quality indices especially harmonic distortion using solar irradiance or wind speed and 
number of grid connected systems were find using different combinations of renewable 
systems.  The results show a strong relation of harmonic distortion with number of 
renewable system and solar irradiance or wind speed. Measurement from different 
combinations of grid connected solar and wind systems are taken and then 
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recommendations are given at the end. The objective of trying different combinations 
was to find the extreme case where the power quality standards might be violated. 
7.2 Future Work 
Throughout the thesis, only solar PV and wind energy system have been used. 
These energy sources have intermittent nature e.g. solar PV is available only at day time. 
Power quality can be studied after installing Non-RES in DG to make it more reliable and 
more independent from gird power. Power quality can be studied after installing finite 
energy storage device such as superconducting magnetic energy storage devices, 
supercapacitors, batteries etc. This will improve the power quality and will make the 
system more reliable. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
PWM generator block 
This block is present inside the MPPT block and output of this block is the output of 
MPPT block which is used to control the switch of DC-DC converter. 
 
PWM (3 phase) 
This block is present inside the inverter control block. Output of this block is the output 
of inverter control block which is used to control the inverter. 
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Grid side inverter control 
This block is present inside inverter control block. This block comes after “measurement 
and transformation “and before “3-phase PMW generator” block as shown in figure 3.12 
 
PLL and Measurements 
This block is present inside the “measurement and transformation “block. This block 
comes after “filter “block and before “abc to dq0” block as shown in figure 3.13 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Rotor side converters control 
This block is present inside inverter control block. This block is after “measurement and 
transformation “block and before “3-phase PMW generator” block as shown in figure 
3.21 
 
Grid side converters control 
The grid side converters control is same as grid side inverter control given in appendix A. 
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